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Inspection Summary:
Inspection on SeptSmber 26 and 27, 1984 and October 1-5, 1984 (Report No.

50-293/84-28)

Areas Inspected: Special announced restart readiness assessment team inspection
of work performed during the extended outage which started.on December 10, 1983.
The primary purpose of the inspection was to verify that the licensee has estab-
lished and implemented programs to restore the proper configuration of the reactor

- plant following extensive repairs and design changes and to restse the reactor
operating information to support the safe operation of the reactor. The review
of restoration programs included system walkdowns, and reviews and observation of
preoperational and surveillance testing. The review of operational information
included licensed operator training, drawing changes, procedure changes, and tech-
nical specification changes. Further, the licensee's progress on plant modifica-
tions was reviewed with respect to license conditions and the Long Term Program
instituted as part of the license.

The inspection involved 259 hours of inspection by three senior resident inspec-
tors, five region based inspectors and one supervisor.

Results: One violation was identified for inadequate design control concerning
concrete drilling. In addition, strengths were identified in the areas of control
of modification generated changes to operator training, drawings, procedures and
technical specifications, and completeness of the training material for licensed
operators. Weaknesses were identified in the areas of control of nonconforming
conditions, lack of a P&ID drawing of diesel generator air start system, verifi-
cation of system configuration following preoperational testing, and poor admini-
strative control of the turnover process from construction to preoperational
testing.
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DETAILS

1.-- Persons Contacted

W. D. Harrington, Sr. Vice President Nuclear
A. L. Oxsen, Vice President Nuclear Operations-

,C. J. Mathis, Station Manager.
K..P. Roberts, Director of Outage Management

.

D. E. Sanford, Nuclear Training Department Manager
E. J. Ziemianski, Nuclear Operations Support Department Manager

Also, interviews and discussions were conducted with additional members of
3.. the licensee and contractor organizations to obtain information pertinent to

the~ subjects being inspected.

2. - . Scope of Assessment

The licensee began Refueling Outage Six on December 10, 1983. Initially, work
to be completed during the outage included an inspection of recirculation
system piping. However, as a result of the inspection, the licensee deter-
mined that major portions of the recirculation piping should be replaced, and
the outage was extended to accomplish this work and other major repair work.
Other modifications and repair work included: HFA relay replacement, safety
relief valve testing, replacement of. many motor operated valves (MOVs), torus
structural changes,-TMI Action Plan items, scram discharge volume redesign,
and extensive preventive maintenance on numerous plant components. This as-
sessment was conducted approximately one month prior to the planned plant
restart.

The inspection evaluated the physical condition of systems repaired or modt-
fled, as well as systems potentially affected because of proximity to the
repaired or. modified systems. Methods of inspection included system walk-
downs,' review of as-built drawings and verification of restoration and ade-
quacy of hangers, snubbers and supports. System operating procedures were
reviewed for adequacy with special attention given to changes that were re-
quired as a result of system modificatiors.

The inspection also evaluated the licensee's testing program with respect to
the repaired or modified systems. This included review of the preoperational

.and surveillance testing program for those systems impacted by the extended
outage. Where possible -inspectors observed in progress testing as well as
reviewing completed test documentation. The remainder of the scheduled test-
ing was reviewed for: adequacy. Impact of modifications on technical speci-
fications (TS) was also evaluated. This included both a determination of
testing required by TS as well as a review of TS changes necessitated by
system modifications.

.
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Further review covered the licensee's program for the operational turnover
activities associated with the modifications, i.e., management programs to
ensure completion of design drawing changet, operating procedure changes,

~ technical specification changes, and operator training on modified
systems.

A review was also made of licensed operator qualifications. This included
a review of the requalification program as well as training on system modi-
fication and changes in operating procedures. As a part of this assessment,
individual interviews were conducted with licensed operators.

Finally, a review of long term licensee commitments was made. This review foc-
used on those items scheduled for completion by the end of the outage. Items
reviewed included ifcensee response to NRC orders and regulations. Specific
areas of interest were: Mark I torus modifications, scram discharge volume
modifications, post-accident sampling system, H and 0 sampling system modi-

2 2
fications, masonary block walls changes and Long Term Program (for plant
modifications).

3. Modifications, Repairs, and Restoration

3.1 Major Piping Inside Drywell

To prevent future intergranular stress corrosion cracking, the licensee
replaced all of the piping in the reactor recirculation (recirc) system
and selected portions of piping in the core spray, low pressure coolant
injection (LPCI), and reactor water clean-up (RWCU) system. Additional
work associated with this modification included elimination of the recirc
loop cross-tie valves, elimination of air operators on the core spray
and LPCI testable check valves, modification of the shape of recirc
discharge headers, and modification of vent and drain lines.

The On-Site Review Committee (ORC) reviewed the plant design change for
the piping replacement (PDC 83-02) while it was in the conceptual stage.
Safety Evaluation No. 1617, Revision 0, dated January 17, 1984 was re-
viewed and approved by the ORC in Meeting No. 84-28 on February 16, 1984.
This Safety Evaluation includes a Technical Specification change assess-
ment, a Final Safety Analysis Report change assessment, and a safety
evaluation basis. Changes addressed include replacement of Class I pip-
ing and reactor pressure vessel safe-ends, removal of the recirculation
loop cross-tie valves ( and bypass line), changes in recirculation piping
configuration, piping stress calculations and hydraulic pressure drops,
material specifications, and removal of the reactor head spray line.
Additional intern design changes have been added (83-62A, jet pump beam
replacement per NRC IEB 80-07 concerns; and 83-62E, removal of core
spray and LPCI testable check valve air operator piping) prior to the
complete and final design change package being reviewed by ORC.

.
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.The. licensee plans to conduct additional ORC reviews of modifications
implemented, engineering evaluations, and actions remaining to be com-
pleted prior to system operability needs for special events such as
fuel | loading, the Class I hydrostatic testing, and reactor startup.

The inspector' reviewed PDC 83-62,.IDC 83-62-SK-M007, IDC 83-62-SK-E001,
IDC 83-62-SK-E002, and IDC 83-62-SK-M004 to determine the scope of the
work performed. Although the systems:were still out of' service, the
physical replacement of the piping was complete. However, many items
of interference (i.e., hardware not-directly involved in the PDC but

'which interfered with the installation of PDC items) still needed to be-

replaced. The piping replacement contractor, General Electric Company
(GE), has established a system to control the removal and reinstallation
of-interferences. During a system walkdown, the inspector noted that
two containment spray nozzles had been removed and that the "B" recirc
discharge valve bonnet vent line had been cut. The inspector examined
the recirc. piping interference log and noted that the containment spray

T nozzles were logged in but the cut vent line was not. It was immediately
added to the log to ensure that'it will be properly restored.

The inspector also examined the core spray and LPCI testable check valves -
~

to verify that air operators and bypass lines had been removed and the-
vent and drains had been modified as per the interim design changes
packages. Part of this work was not yet compete in that air ' supply
lines to the testable check valves had not yet been removed. Neither

-the operating procedures nor the piping and instrumentation drawings for-
these systems have yet been revised. However, the licensee's modifica-
tion management group has~ established a matrix to track the status of
these items to ensure completion prior to startup. The inspector veri- i
fied that these items were listed as open. 1,

Some of the permanent station snubbers had been reinstalled in the dry-
''

| well, and some temporary pipe hangers were also still installed. Al-
;- though the piping replacement is complete, there are many:other main-
"

tenance activities that must be performed prior to startup. The in-
spector expressed concern about the possibility of damage to the snubbers

' due these remaining activities. . The licensee stated that a visual in-
; spectica of. each snubber on each modified system would be performed prior -

to st rtup. The inspector reviewed temporary procedures, T.P. 84-126,
L "RHR/LPCI Preoperational Test" and T.P. 84-114, " Core Spray System Pre -
E operational Test" and noted that they did not specifically require veri-
[ fication that all snubbers had been properly installed. A licensee
j representative stated that these procedures would be revised to include'

dis item.
L

f Through discussions with licensee personnel, the inspector learned that
a nonconforming safety relief valve had been temporarily installed to
verify the proper fit-up of the relief valve's discharge piping. The,

| inspector examined the valve and found that it was not tagged as a non-
conforming component. The defect in the valve was evidenced only by'

n
|
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radiography, therefore, the valve body appeared to be usable. After the
inspector informed the licensee Quality Control Department, a tag was
immediately placed on the valve to help prevent it from being inadver-
tently left installed. The inspector had no further questions in this
area.

While performing a system inspection on October 4, the inspector observed
a gouge on the "B" recirc loop discharge header. The inspector reviewed
GE Surveillance Inspection Report Form RSS-008 dated 9/14/84 and deter-
mined that GE is tracking the item to ensure that it is properly re-
solved. The use of the Surveillance Inspection Report is one of several
administrative systems that GE is using to track the resolution of non-
conforming conditions. Other systems include Nonconformance Reports and
three different types of piping interference logs. The use of multiple
administrative systems to identify and track these items complicates the
close out of items relating to various systems needed to support fuel
loading and start-up. The licensee was therefore cautioned to review
all of GE's administ rative systems prior to turning over the PDCs for
operation.

The inspector noted that the surveillance inspection report (SIR) system
served a meaningful function in that QC inspectors could identify prob-
lems observed during general inspections of the drywell in writing. Then
the SIR would serve to document the problem while the organization re-
sponsible for work on the equipment (BECo, GE or Bechtel) was determined
and while it was determined whether the problem could be resolved under
the provisions of an existing procedure or specification. However, since
the SIR is, in effect, a precursor to a formal nonconformance report
(NCR), it does not include some of the aspects of an NCR, such as tagging
to identify the problem and review by engineering personnel. The in-
spec' tor reviewed GE Site Instruction 3.0, Minimum Requirements for Sur-
veillance Inspection, May 12, 1984, and concluded that the administrative
control in the procedure was very weak. Specifically, the procedure does
not identify who is responsible for resolving SIRS or how long an SIR
can remain open.

In the case of the recirc pipe gouge, the inspector noted that although
GE clearly had the responsibility for the piping and that the gouge ex-
ceeded the allowable depths in the repair specification by a factor of
three, the gouge had existed as an SIR for three weeks without being
converted into an NCR. The inspector considered this to be an example
of poor administrative control of nonconforming conditions.

The inspector concluded that the poor control of nonconforming conditions
represented a weakness, based on the lack of a tag on the nonconforming
valve, the lack of an NCR on the pipe gouge, and the lack of admini-
strative control in the SIR system (293/84-28-01).
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3.2 Emergency Diesel Generators

Discussions were held with cognizant BECo maintenance personnel to de-
termine the scope of work performed on the station's two emergency diesel
generators. Through discussions and a review of Maintenance Requests
83-61-44 and 83-61-13, the inspector determined that selected routine
preventive maintenance items were performed by the licensee and an out-
side consultant using the vendor manual (ALCO) as a guide. There are
no specific BECo maintenance procedures for performing this type of pre-
ventive maintenance, other than the standard administrative control pro-
cedures. Though the vendo. manual had received review and approval by
the ORC, subsequent manual changes had not been formally incorporated
into the updating process.

The licensee representative informed the inspector that a program is
currently being developed to ensure that vendor manuals are kept current.
This is in response to a previous NRC commitment concerning the Salem
ATWS event. As for the preparation and use of more specific maintenance
procedures incorporating independent verification of critical activities,
the licensee has addressed this problem by contracting for procedure
development with Westinghouse Inc.

The inspector performed a system walkdown on October 3, 1984. In review-
ing P& ids, it was noted that none existed for the diesel air start sys-
tem, a required system that performs an emergency function. This was
brought to the licensees attention, and the inspector was informed that
they were aware of it. Maintenance personnel stated that NED would be
contacted to determine why a P&ID had apparently never been prepared.
The inspector found this lack of a P&ID to be a weakness (293/84-28-02).

From a review of the above maintenance requests, the inspector noted that
Quality Control (QC) was apparently heavily involved in following the
various diesel jobs. However, because of a lack of a specific mainten-
ance procedure, there is a lack of documented QC hold points. As all
safety related MRs are routed to BECo QC prior to performance, the in-
spector was satisfied that they had the opportunity to independently
select desired hold points. This concern, a lack of documented QC ac-
tivity when vendors manuals are used as a guide, should be corrected
after the more comprehensive procedures (discussed above) are developed.

Through discussions with licensee personnel, the inspector determined
that post maintenance testing consisted of performing the monthly tech-
nical specification surveillance test. On October 3, 1984, the inspec-
tors observed portions of Surveillance Test 8.9.1A from both the field
and control room. No deficiencies were noted.

Other required TS surveillance tests have been scheduled for completion
prior to fuel load. After completion of these tests, the emergency
diesel generators will be fully operable prior to plant startup.

!
!
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- 3.3 'High' Pressure Coolant Infection (HPCI)

,The ~1nspector reviewed the following mcdifications associated with
the HPCI system: i

,

,
,

--PDCR 83-28, HPCI Pump Discharge Turbine Exhaust Valves .

--PDCR 84-59, HPCI Suction Transfer Level Switch Replacement
" '

--PDCR 81-38, Failed HPCI/RCIC Valves

From a review of controlled copies of plant procedures, valve lists and
| prints, the inspector determined that. appropriate updates have not been
;> completed as of.0ctober 4, 1984, and the PDCR checklists indicated that ;

no operating procedures needed to be updated. However, both PDCR 83-28, ;

and 81-38 involve changes to operating valve lists. The inspector dis-
cussed this with the licensee and was informed that prior to a PDCR close ;

out, a complete system walkdown by engineering and operations personnel- !,

! was scheduled to ensure'that all prints and valve lists are updated to :
the as-built configurations before plant startup. This walkdown is . ;

tracked for each PDCR by-the Modifications Management Group (discussed
in Section 5.0). The. inspector had no further concerns.

On October 2, 1984, the inspectors toured the HPCI quadrant.- At that
time, the' modification work for PDCR 83-28 and 81-38 had just been com-
pleted, excluding the final modification walkdowns. The inspectors ob- :,,

|~ served disconnected instrument plugs, missing flange bolts and much de--
'

I bris in the quadrant. The planned walkdown process was discussed with
the Construction Management Group and Operations Group. From this; the i

inspector determined that Construction was in the process of walking down
,

L just the completed HPCI modifications. After this, the Operations Group
would,be responsible for conducting a complete system walkdown (as dis- a1

t cussed above) including the valve check-off lists in the system operating
procedures prior to system acceptance and surveillance testing. This
complete system walkdown should ensure that all deficiencies such as
those mentioned above,'are identified and corrected prior.to plant
startup.

Procedure No. TP 83-43, Pre-Operational Testing of Valves Replaced in
HPCI System, was reviewed by the inspector to verify that the modifica-
tions would be adequately tested. The inspector found it to be a suit-- ;
able test. However, the inspector found problems in the restoration

,

phase of the test. Specifically, this test required replacement of a ;

spectacle flange with a blind flange in two lines. System restoration '

did not require an independent verification for each step restoring nor- *
,

mal system alignment. The Itcensee's test representative committed to I
'

correct this in a future revision. The inspector also found that the
t' check-off list of the plant operating procedure did not identify the
L above flanges for the purpose of verifying system lineup. The Operations

,

Supervisor informed the inspector that the check-off list change would i

! have been be identified in the final system walkdown. The inspector !
concluded that the lack of independent verification of the system' align- !

r
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ment following the preop. test combined with the failure to include the
|

flanges in the operating procedure check-off list represented poor oper-
ating practice with regard to. verifying proper configuration of safety-
systems. Based on this, the inspector questioned the licensee's compli-

,

'ance with NUREG-0737, Section-I.C.6, Guidance on Procedures for Verifyi.ng
Correct Performance of Operating Activities. This poor practice repre- !

E sents a weakness (293/84-28-03). '
,

| During review of. the above test procedure, the inspector was informed r

by the licensee that the HPCI turbine lines had never been~hydrosta-
tically tested.. The plant was built to the USAS B 31.1 standard, which
only required an inservice pressure test. Since then, Technical Speci-',

fications have been amended to require compliance to ASME Boiler and f

. Pressure Vessel Code Section XI, which in turn requires a system hydro- ;

static test whenever the pressure boundry is modified. The final test
. procedure that would perform this.is currer.tly being developed, in con-
junction with engineering evaluation, to determine whether the. existing i

steam line pipe hangers can support the added weight of the line; filled
with water, or whether temporary supports will need to be installed..
Other aspects of the test, including local leak rate testing, appeer to
be adequately addressed.

At the time of this inspection, work on PDCR 84-59, HPCI Suction Transfer |
Level Switch Replacement, was on hold pending' receipt of environmentally '

qualified level switches. Hence, vendor certification of environmental
qualifications were not yet available for review.

Pending completion of the above modifications, final system walkdowns, "

print and procedure update, and successful pre-operational and TS sur-
veillance testing, the HPCI system should be able to accomplish its
safety design' function.

3.4 Environmental Enclosures for Motor Control Centers (MCCs)

The inspectors witnessed installation of an environmental enclosure for.
D-7 MCC 'Bechtel Power Corporation was contracted by the licensee for

ithe installation. The installation required drilling into safety related
concrete walls and floors for mounting the anchor bolts. Small diameter
" core-drills" were used to drill through obstructions such as reinforcing '

rods (rebar). Pilgrim Station Procedure 3.M.1-18, " Core Drilling" con-
trols core drilling activities onsite. .

-{
However, this station procedure was not made applicable to the enclosure *

installation. The craft stated that they were not allowed to cut rebars 1

in walls. However, the craft was allowed to drt11 through rebars and
other metallic obstructions in the ficor. As a result, the craft drilled
through several floor rebars, a conduit and a drain pipe. Work rules
did not require drilling operations to be ceased upon encountering'a
metallic obstruction so that an investigation could be conducted and the

,

obstruction identified. The review of floor drawings for obstructions '

.

4
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prior to drilling was discussed by the inspector with Bechtel engineers; y

the. inspector did not find documentation that would support that a proper
review for obstructions had been performed.

General Note #3 of BECo drawing SK-C-84-18-04 establishes the licensee'.s
requirement for rebar cutting. The craft was not cognizant of this note.
The inspector requested the BEco structural engineers to provide the
basis for the note " top steel - one rebar in each direction at each an-
chor bolt location may be cut". The structural engineers stated that
they had no formally documented basis to support this requirement. Prior
to the conclusion of this inspection, the corporate structural engineers
completed a preliminary calculation to justify the note. The structural-
engineer stated that this preliminary calculation will be formalized,
reviewed, approved and maintained in accordance with BECo requirements
for such calculations.

The inspector requested the licensee to provide an account of all rebars
and other metallic obstructions cut during the installation for this
design change. As of the conclusion of this inspection, the licensee .,

was unable to produce the requested documentation.
#The inspector discussed the concerns in the installation of the PDC with

the licensee's representatives and stated that the above findings are
contrary to the requirements of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. This is a viola-
tion (50-293/84-28-04).

Subsequent to this inspection, the licensee directed the contractor
to take the following actions:

Stop all core drilling work in safety related structures that--
,

were proceeding under Bechtel procedures and instructions.I

Perform any future core drilling to BECo Procedure 3.M.1-18, Core--

Drilling, until BEco approves a Bechtel procedure to replace it.

| Instruct all craft workers to cease drilling when obstructions--

are encountered and to report such occurrences to management.

Ensure all drilling machines are tested for proper operation,--

including ground fault protection, prior to use and periodically
thereafter.

This direction is documented in Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station letter,

| dated October 5, 1984 from R. W. Swanson (BEco) to E. C. Shyloski
(Bechtel Construction Incorporated).

The inspector reviewed the above directives and found them to be ade-
| quate. The effectiveness of the above directives will be assessed in
| future NRC inspections.

!
,
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_3.5 Nitrogen Supply System'

The inspector reviewed the nitrogen supply system, as modified under PDC
83-24, and compared the installed condition with P&ID 227, Containment
Atmospheric Control System, revised to show the PDC, but not finally
approved. The inspector found the revised drawing to be accurate.

'
The inspector noted that the valves of the modified system had been
tagged with permanent, engraved, formica-type tags containing a numbering
system (e.g., H0-201, H0-257, H0-260, etc.). However, there was no in-
dication of these numbers on the P&ID. The P&ID contained notations to
valve type (e.g., 4"-29,2"-65,2"-81-ME). The operating procedure,
2.2.70, Primary Containment Atomospheric System, contained references
to the valve tag numbers. During discussions with licensee personnel,
the inspector found that the valve numbers are being incorporated onto
the drawings and that the Operations Group assigns the numbers, hangs
the tags, and incorporates the numbers into operating procedures. The
valve numbers are incorporated onto the drawings by engineering personnel
after the system walkdown. The inspector noted that with better cooper-

e ation between operations and engineerir.g personnel, the valve numbers
could have been incorporated ont the drawings as part of the initial
drawing revision, and therefore would have been accomplished earlier
without unnecessarily burdening the walkdown process.

4. Preoperational and Surveillance Testing

4.1 Program and Procedure Review

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's plan for preoperationally testing
equipment and systems following repairs or modifications. This review
included discussions with personnel in the Outage Management and Modifi-
cation Management Groups as well as station, operation and maintenance
personnel.

Procedures and instructions reviewed include the following:

Modification Management NOP 83A6, August 31, 1984-

PNPS Drywell Restoration, Pre-Operational Tests and Turnover-

Program RF0 #6, Revision 0, April 9,1984

Memorandum OMG 84-648, Recirc Pipe Project Pre-Op Test Directors,-

July 31, 1984

TP 84-126, RHR/LPCI Preoperational Test-

TP 84-187, Preoperational Test of Barton Transmitter Replacement-

TP 84-205, Selected Process Temperature Startup Test-
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TP 84-140, CRD Scram Discharge Modification Flush and Hydro-

^

The inspector reviewed BECo's program for turnover from construction to
preoperational testing. The test directors are required to work with
construction management engineers during system turnovers and identify
system inadequacies and exceptions prior to turnover. The. test directors-
are also required to know the status of each component in a system prior

.

to the commencements of any test. However, there was no formal means
to document the findings, exceptions and system status identified during-

the turnover process. The licensee's representatives stated that a
Modification Management Group work instruction will be developed to

- establish the requirements for system walkdowns by test directors prior
to turnover for preoperational testing. The lack of this administrative
control of the turnover process is a weakness (293/84-28-05).

The inspectors reviewed the licensees preparations for ensuring that
routine surveillance testing required by the technical specifications
was scheduled and tracked for implementation. This review included
discussions with the licensee's outage management, compliance manage-
ment and station management personnel.

Procedures and documents reviewed included the following:

Procedure No. 1.8, Master Surveillance Tracking Program, Rev. 4-

Master Surveillance Tracking Program Group listing for 9/30/84--

10/6/84

Memorandum PNOS 84-415, Prior to Refuel Surveillance Tests-

' Fuel Load Check List (Draft)-

The inspector also selected the following testing requirements from the
technical specifications in order to determine whether they were planned
for completion prior to fuel load or startup, as appropriate, and in-
cluded in the surveillance schedule.

Functional and calibration tests of'the turbine stop valve closure-

scram, the turbine control valve fast closure scram, and condenser
low vacuum scram

Core spray, standby gas treatment, and standby liquid control-

system performance testing.

The inspectors found the program, procedures, and plans for surveillance
testing to be acceptable.
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4.2 Implementation Review

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's latest two status reports (Modf-
fications Management Outage Report No. 13 & 14) regarding pre-operational
tests and the Matrix for Operationas Turnover. As of the week of October,

1-5, 1984, the licensee had only completed a small amount of testing., ,
,

Portions of preoperational test TP 83-63, Condensate Demineralizer
'

, Vent System (PDCR 82-77) Revision 0, in progress, were observed.

The inspectors reviewed two completed tests (TP-84-187 and TP-84-114)
on a sampling basis. These tests were conducted using approved test
procedures. The individuals who conducted the tests were adequately
qualified. The results were recorded on data sheets suitable for the
tests. The data sheets were maintained in the preoperational test re-

1 port. The report also identified the individuals performing the tests'
and the date on which the test was performed. Pilgrim Station's pre-
operational test program does not allow exceptions from an approved test
procedure. The inspector identified no exceptions in the completed
tests.

Reviews of completed tests were conducted by the senior test director
and the watch engineer. The inspectors found the post test reviews to
be adequate.

The licensee has established a plan to ensure that the surveillance testsa
required by the technical specifications are performed prior to certainv

plant evolutions (e.g. refueling, reactor startup). The plan includese

use of routine inputs (master surveillance tracking program and station
procedure prerequisites) and inputs from the outage management and pre-
operational testing groups. These testing requirements are being re-r

viewed by the implementing group chief engineers and will be the subject-
!! of a pre-Onsite Review Committee (ORC) meeting as well as a full ORC

meeting prior to the station manager authorizing the evolution.

During a review of the scram discharge volume modifications and preoper-
ational testing planned, the inspector reviewed design calculations to
. verify that there was enough free volume available in the new'ly modified
scram discharge volume header and instrument piping. The licensee has
established a conservative reference point on the scram discharge in--

strument volumes for use as a zero mark in calibrating the 39 gallon
instrument scram settings. Following a review of licensee documents
(NED 84-697, SDV Request to Change Technical Specification Bases, dated
9/28/84 and Calculation M-216, Rev. O, Scram Discharge Volume System
Capacity dated 9/28/84), the inspector held discussions with the licen-
see's responsible engineer regarding' assumptions used and accuracy of
the calculations. The licensee subsequently provided an additional ex-
planation which described the conservative assumptions and methods used

t
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in the calculations, and stated that these would be documented and a copy,-
provided to the inspector. The inspector had no further questions in
this area.

5.0 Operational Turnover Activities

The licensee has developed a program to ensure that the modification generated
"softwared changes (i.e., licensed operator training and revisions to draw-
ings, procedures, and technical specifications) are properly performed prior
to turnover of the modified hardware for operaticn. Although the performance
of these software changes remains the responsibility of the departments re-
sponsible for the software (i.e., Nuclear Training Department for operator
training, Nuclear Operations Department for procedures,. Nuclear Engineering
Department for drawings, and Nuclear Management Services Department for tech-
nical specifications), a new organization, the Modifications Management Group,

-has been created to follow and verify that these operational turnover activi-
ties .are completed prior to turnover for operation. Further, the Modifica-
tions Management Group has the primary responsibility for.preoperational
testing.

The inspector reviewed Nuclear Operations Procedure (N0P) 83A6, Modification
Management, July 31, 1984, which establishes the responsibilities of the
departments involved in operational turnover of modifications and which es-
tablishes the authorities of the Modification Management Group to control the
process. Departmental procedures are used to administratively control the
actions of the different departments, e.g., the Outage Management Manual
contains procedures applicable to the Modification Management Group.

N0P 83A6 specifies that the Modification Management Group will route each
Plant Design Change (PDC) to the groups responsible for operational software
and receive their assessment of any necersary changes. These changes are then
tracked by the Modifications Management coup to verify that the identified
changes have been completed prior to turnover for operation. The inspector
reviewed eleven PDC files of the Modification Management Group to verify that
the groups had reviewed the PDCs and that the Modification Management Group
was tracking the completion of identified changes. Also, the inspector re-
viewed the identified changes to verify that the changes were appropriate,
given the nature of the PDCs. All files were complete and accurate.

The Modification Management Group issues a status report on the completion-
of PDC generated software changes and preop tests. The inspector reviewed
Modification Management Outage Report #13 dated September 22, 1984 and #14
dated October 2, 1984. The inspector concluded that the status reports were
a useful management tool for the following PDC turnover activities. However,

'

_ the inspector found three PDCs for which the report identified no changes
being needed while the inspector was aware of software changes underway. The
inspector confirmed that the PDC files accurately indicated changes being
necessary. The inspector concluded that the errors had occurred during pro-<''
duction of the status reports. A licensee representative stated that the
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errors would be corrected and that the report would be checked for accuracy.
Also, he stated that the report is solely a management tool and that proper
completion of the identified changes is verified via closeout of the PDC file.

The inspector reviewed the Modification Management Group files of completed
PDCs to verify that all operational turnover activities had been completed.
Only one PDC package has been completely turned over for operation, and one
PDC package has been partially turned over. The inspector found that closeout
by Modification Management-had been complete and thorough, but noted that due
to the limited scope and minor technical significance of the PDCs, few oper-
ational turnover activities were involved.

The inspector concluded that the establishment of an independent group (Modi-
fication Management) to coordinate the identification of PDC generated changes
to operator training, design drawings, operating procedures, and technical
specifications and to verify the completion of these changes is a strength
in the licensee's management control of the modification process. The peri-
odic status reports which list each PDC and the completion status of the
identified changes are considered to aid in the information available to
management to control the operational turnover activities. The inspector
noted that although the program is well designed and the implementation of
the program thus far is good, practically no PDCs have been completed and
closed out. Therefore, the greater test of this system will occur as the
extended outage is completed.

6.0 LkeM Operator Qualification and Training

Inspection of this activity involved a review of requalification program
records, observation of modification training classroom lectures, and inter-
views with personnel to determine their opinions of the scope and depth of
training.

The review of requalification program records included verification of re-,

quired attendance at lectures, review of lesson plans and training material,
review of the adequacy of weekly quizzes, and a cross check of all plante

modifications versus those modifications on which training was given. - The
observation of modification training classroom lectures involved approximately
four hours of observation of lectures on September 26 and September 27, by
a boiling water reactor (BWR) certified examiner. Interviews with personnel
included the requalification program coordinator, requalification' program
instructors, an on-shift STA, and trainees.

The inspector concluded that the administration of the Requalification Pro-
grams is acceptable and that it meets the applicable regulatory requirements.

~

The inspector concluded that the thoroughness of the training material for
plant design changes is a strength. Specifically, this is judged to be a
strength based on the review of all design change packages by a licensed
senior reactor operator, the approval of the training material for technical
adequacy by the station Technical Section Head, and the presentation of the

.
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training material using numerous slides of the actual installed hardware in
- conjunction with'viewgr.phs of system schematics and logic diagrams detailing
the changes.

.

The inspector noted to licensee management that review of time allotments
within the requalification program to provide an expanded period of classroo'm
. time for the plant design changes would be beneficial. The inspectors noted
that although the 12 hours of classroom time provided to cover the 26 modifi-
cations, four technical specifications (TS) amendments, ten proposed TS
changes, and licensee event reports (LERs) is marginally acceptable, any ad-
ditional classroom time would enable better operator understanding of the
material.

-7.0 License Conditions

There are existing license conditions for various items with required dates
of completion for Boston Edison Company's license. Included in these license
conditions are modifications for the Mark I torus, scram system and scram
discharge vnlume, and TMI Action Plan Items. In Amendment 75 to the license,
the licensee committed to follow a long term program for completion of plant
modifications.

The modifications have been separated into two schedules, Schedule A for those
modifications which are actual license conditions and Schedule 8 for those
modifications which are regulatory related, or plant initiated changes related
to reactor safety or radiological control. Those modifications listed on
Schedule A for completion by the end of the extended outage include Mark I

: torus internal and external changes, temperature monitoring of the suppression
pool, and the Post Accident Sampling System, including hydrogen and oxygen
monitoring. There are fourteen modifications listed on Schedule B for com-
pletion by the end of the extended outage, including changes to Recirculation
System piping, the nitrogen supply' system, block wall 64.4, the purge and
vent valves in the Containment Atmospheric Control System, and the Reactor
Protection System (RPS) power supply.

The insoector reviewed the modifications specifically described above with
the design engineers. The inspector also reviewed the status of the modif-

- ications on Schedule A and B with the Construction Management Group to verify
that pregress on the modifications is consistent with completion by the end
of the outage. The status showed that although few modifications had been ;

preoperational tested, the modifications were completed or nearly completed,
and the scheduled completion date was consistent with the end of the outage.

The inspector inspected the installation of the hardware on some of the above
modifications (e.g., suppression pool temperature monitoring, RPS power sup-
ply, and Post Accident Sampling System) to verify that installation was com-
pleted as indicated on status reports. Further, the inspector walked down
the modified nitrogen supply system using the revised P&ID drawing M227,
Containment Atmospheric Control System, to verify correct installation (See
Section 3.5 for discussion).

,
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The inspector concluded that the licensee's progress on the designated modi--

fications is consistent with their commitments in the Long Term Plan of
Amendment 75 to the license.

i

8.0 Management Meetings

During the inspection, licensee management was periodically informed of pre-
liminary findings by the inspection team leader. In addition, the findings
were presented to licensee management at an exit meeting held on October 5,
1984. No written material concerning inspection results was provided to the
licensee during this_ inspection.
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